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• available hardware and software resources

• our web portal

• where to look for help

• how to log in to systems

• compile code, run, submit and manage your jobs

• a quick summary of our visualization tools



SHARCNET

 consortium of 17 academic 
partner institutions in Ontario

 goal: promote and enable HPC 
for research

 one of seven consortia in Canada

 http://www.sharcnet.ca

shared hierarchical academic 
research computing network

http://www.sharcnet.ca/
http://www.sharcnet.ca/


What we provide
 HPC 

- resources (>13,000 cpu                                          
cores, variety of systems)

- training
- support (local staff, online tickets)

 SHARCNET is free for       
Canadian researchers and their students
- minimal barrier to utilization
- equal availability
- support for non-traditional computing domains, 

e.g. digital humanities, biomedical, etc.



Computing Resources
 HPC systems

- clusters (distributed memory): large number of simple nodes 
connected by a network, a range of interconnect speeds 
supporting everything from large MPI jobs to serial farming

- symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) systems (shared memory): 
for threaded applications

- accelerated: Cell, GPU (angel), FPGA

 visualization systems
- visualization cluster (rainbow)
- visualization workstations
- large systems (quad-HD, 3D)                                                     

at McMaster, UWO

 AccessGrid rooms (videoconferencing) 

 all connected via dedicated 1 Gb/s                                       
network (10 Gb/s internally)



HPC Resources
 wide range of software (including commercial) 

provided and supported by SHARCNET at no cost 

 single account access to all systems and web portal

 backed-up /home file system shared amongst all 
systems, significant temporary and longer term 
storage on each system, as well as archival storage

 production systems use a non-interactive batch job 
scheduling system, which promotes fairness by 
adjusting job priority based on historical use



Certification
resource access is limited depending on user's 

certification level:

Level
number of 

concurrent CPU 
cores

maximum 
wallclock job 

duration in days

0 8 1
1 256 7
2 unlimited 7

attain level 1 by viewing the new user seminar video and 
taking the online quiz

level 2 is provided temporarily for users who need to run 
large jobs



HPC Training
 events

- summer school 
- workshops and symposia

 seminars
- new user introduction
- general interest
- guest speakers

 credit courses
- graduate and undergraduate 

 online tutorials
- variety of topics, essentials

 outreach
- secondary school tours and presentations



HPC Support
 funding for postdocs, students, distinguished visitors 

and faculty

 dedicated project support
- priority access to necessary resources for 

demanding projects (DR=dedicated resources)
- short and long term programming support

 consulting SHARCNET staff
- in person, by email, phone,    or 

AccessGrid
- problem ticket system
- wide range of expertise



Computing environment
• Operating system: 64-bit Linux, Tru64 
• Languages: Fortran, C/C++, Java, Matlab, etc.
• Compilers:

- SHARCNET unified compilation environment: cc, CC, f77, 
f90, mpicc, mpiCC, mpif77, mpif90

- Underlying compilers: Intel, PathScale, PGI, GNU compilers
 Parallel code development:

- MPI (hp-MPI, Quadric MPI, MPICH, OpenMPI, etc.)
- POSIX threads API, OpenMP

 Batch scheduling with sq - SHARCNET’s unified batch 
execution environment (sqsub, sqjobs, sqkill)

 Large number of installed libraries, commercial and 
open-source packages, debugging and profiling tools



File systems
filesystem quota expiry comments

/home 200 MB none source files, global, backed 
up

/work 200 GB none work directories, currently 
local, not backed up

/scratch none 35 days work directories, local, not 
backed up

• all jobs should be run in /work or /scratch
• once quotas exceeded, lose ability to submit jobs
• transition to global /work in the next few months
• longer term storage: archive



Typical usage scenario
Copy files to one of SHARCNET systems (bull)

scp projects.tar.gz bull.sharcnet.ca: 
Login to remote system bull, with X connection

ssh bull.sharcnet.ca –X –l username
Edit your files using your favourite editor, e.g. emacs, vi

tar zxvf projects.tar.gz
cd projects/elec_price
emacs -nw price_main.cc

Compile your code
c++ price_main.cc fun1.cc fun2.cc … fun5.cc –o price 

Test drive your code
sqsub -t –q serial -r 5m –o testOutput.log ./price

Run your code (production runs)
sqsub –q serial -r 3h –o output.log ./price



sqsub/sqjobs commands

3 general queues: serial, mpi, threaded

submitting a parallel job

sqsub -q mpi -n 24 -r 1h -o outputFile ./MPIcode
sqsub -q mpi -n 16 -N 2 -r 1h -o outputFile ./MPIcode
sqsub -q threaded -n 8 -r 1h -o outputFile ./OpenMPcode

listing status of submitted jobs

sqjobs
 jobid queue   state ncpus   prio nodes time command
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ----- ---- -------
239356   mpi     Q     4     50.000            32s ./test
.....
239356   mpi     R     4     40.000  saw5   5s   ./test
sqjobs -help



Connecting from desktop

Use only ssh encrypted connections

Linux, Mac OS: standard command line tools (ssh, 
sftp, scp)

Windows: PuTTY (ssh), WinSCP, Cygwin/X, Xming











or can email us at “help@sharcnet.ca”

mailto:help@sharcnet.ca
mailto:help@sharcnet.ca




Dedicated resources program



Request for dedicated 
programming support



About Us > Contact > Directory



Basic Unix commands
Introduction to Linux webinar tomorrow

ls,   ls -l,   ls -a,   ls *.txt
echo text > file,   echo new >> file
more file,   cat file
grep pattern file
mkdir,   cd,   pwd,   rm,   alias,   chmod

can learn important ones in 30 min, the rest as you go

default bash shell (.bashrc)
My Account > Settings > Details > Edit - can change shell



Simple parallel (MPI) C code
/home/razoumov/hello.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include "mpi.h"
int main( int argc, char *argv[] )
{
    int nprocs, myrank, len;
    char pname[128];
    MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
    MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &nprocs);
    MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myrank);
    MPI_Get_processor_name(pname, &len);
    printf("Hello world from %d on %s of %d\n", myrank, pname, nprocs);
    MPI_Finalize();
    return 0;
}

mpicc hello.c -o hello
sqsub -q mpi -n 8 -r 50m -o output.log ./hello
sqjobs



Debugging
in Knowledge Base > “Debugging serial and parallel 

programs” we have two useful tutorials:

• “Common Bugs and Debugging with gdb”

• “Parallel Debugging with DDT”

DDT is a graphical debugger for MPI parallel 
programs, installed on bruce, bull, dolphin, 
megaladon, narwhal, requin, zebra

debugging on SHARCNET (common programming 
bugs, gdb, DDT) will be covered in detail in HPC106 
“Debugging” next week



Visualization packages

open-source, multi-platform, and general-purpose:

1. OpenDX 4.4.4 - installed on vizN-site
2. VisIT 1.7 - installed on vizN-site
3. ParaView 3.6.1 - installed on rainbow, vizN-site

ParaView will be covered in HPC202 “Using visualization 
tools” next week


